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Included in the Jailer comprehensive database suite yet also available in the form of a separate package, DBeauty is a complex relational database tool that makes it as simple as possible for you to browse, analyze the contents of virtually any SQL database. Efficient database browser available as a standalone tool In short, this useful utility allows you to bidirectionally navigate through the
contents of your database based on various user-defined or other types of relationships. Also noteworthy is the fact that the app bundles a Query builder (and it can likewise run arbitrary SQL queries), A SQL and DML generator, and that it can detect foreign keys automatically. Before you get started with this application, please note that it requires the presence of Java on your computer's
system in order to be installed. Once installed, you can proceed forward by either creating a new data model or by selecting a demo from the app's Data Browser. Straightforward layout, fairly novice-accessible functionality Once you click the Analyze button, you're immediately prompted to provide all the database connection information. Subsequently, you should be able to get a glimpse
of the app's main window which sports a fairly typical layout for a database application. The user interface is not much of a looker either, just like most Java apps, for that matter. You can browse tables, related rows, and generate and edit SQL queries, all from the app's main window. There's also a simple menu bar that allows you to create new Data Browser sessions, to analyze the
database, access the data model editor, export data, or import SQL data. Thoroughly analyze the contents of SQL databases with the help of this Java-based app All in all, DBeauty is a decent database utility that despite its somewhat outdated looks, does a good job of allowing you to analyze the contents of your SQL databases and freely navigate through their contents. You can download
both the installer and portable editions from this page. DBeauty Description: Included in the Jailer comprehensive database suite yet also available in the form of a separate package, DBeauty is a complex relational database tool that makes it as simple as possible for you to browse, analyze the contents of virtually any SQL database. Efficient database browser available as a standalone tool
In short, this useful utility allows you to bidirectionally navigate through the contents of your database based on various user-defined or other types of relationships. Also noteworthy is the fact that the app bundles a Query builder
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This is a powerful and easy-to-use Macro-Scripting Tool. Create your macros, save them as templates, assign them to keyboard shortcuts and Macro buttons. Then record mouse actions, windows or menu buttons with a single mouse click. Additional information: * A simple interface with the possibility to record mouse and keyboard events* Create macros in one keystroke. Save them as
templates and assign them to keyboard shortcuts and Macro buttons* Record your mouse and keyboard actions, set up easy macro commands* Macro actions will appear on screen (and be recorded), so you can watch them as they are executed* Assign macros to keyboard shortcuts and Macro buttons* Share the macros with other users, edit and save them* Easy selection of actions for
each macro, also by symbol* Auto-saves macros for later editing, even after a reboot* Standard and custom keyboard and mouse shortcuts and Macros KeyMacro is one of the most popular software applications available for macOS 10.10. This application is a direct clone of the web browser function that is provided by Apple's new macOS High Sierra operating system. Provides secure
browsing through your favorite websites with a browser-like interface KeyMacro comes with the same features as Safari, but it is a total security solution. Its users enjoy the same security of the standard macOS operating system, and they don't have to worry about downloading or managing browser extensions. For this reason, KeyMacro is the perfect choice for privacy-conscious or
security-obsessed users. KeyMacro is easy to use and has a straightforward user interface. It also comes with a variety of browser shortcuts and Macros that can be used to navigate and work more efficiently with your favorite websites. As mentioned, this application is based on Apple's new browser for macOS 10.10, so you don't need to download any browser extensions or extensions.
This excellent browser is designed to be more efficient and faster than Safari and other browsers. Its useful features include: * Secure browsing of websites and browsers* Keymacro can synchronize the bookmarks from other browsers (such as Safari)* New tab and new window options* Bookmark manager* Search tool* Read more: * Fast and light-weight.* Enhanced memory usage*
Bookmarks and search results are stored locally on the computer's hard drive* Up-to-date latest versions of the web browsers* User-friendly* Clear and simple user interface* Supports extensions* Advanced privacy and security features, such as the access 1d6a3396d6
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Get any news, any file from any place in your system. No matter whether your file type is text, image, audio or video, this powerful software can gather and organize them as you wish. With its versatile interface and powerful features, anyNews Organizer is the most useful file manager. It can gather news, videos, images, audio files from any website and save them in a single package for
later use. AnyNews Organizer provides you with the following features: ✓ Edit news list by adding, removing or changing it's position; ✓ Option to customize news package by removing, adding or moving files; ✓ Add photos, videos, audio files to news package; ✓ Support to add descriptions to images, videos and audio files; ✓ Fast preview of your files; ✓ Support to save custom settings
for future use. PDF Extractor is a software that allows users to extract the contents of any PDF document, no matter it is a scanned or printed document. The software will automatically gather the text content in the document and export them in a variety of common formats such as Microsoft Word, Excel or even other PDF files. It is possible to easily identify and extract text from any
PDF document by setting a template to any text in the PDF document. Whether you are a beginner or a professional, it is quite simple for any user to learn how to use PDF Extractor. Just provide the software with a template, or text, and a PDF file and click "Extract Text" button to extract your chosen text into a different PDF file. PDF Extractor provides the following features: ✓ Simple
and intuitive user interface; ✓ Automatic template selection (or manually defined one); ✓ Support for different text size; ✓ Save extracted text in any document, including MS Word, Excel or other formats. By its name, it should come as no surprise that PDF Converter Pro is a PDF converter. You can use it to transform any PDF documents to text files, images and other formats, such as
JPG, PNG, BMP, TIFF, PNG, GIF and so on. It is a complete solution to the issue of converting PDFs to various formats that you require. The software also allows you to convert multiple PDF documents at once. If you have a huge collection of PDF files that you need to convert, the solution is just a click away. The software allows you

What's New in the DBeauty?

DBeauty is a Java-based tool for analyzing the contents of virtually any SQL database. It lets you bidirectionally browse the database contents via various user-defined relationships. Once a database has been opened, you can browse data using different criteria. You can search by database name, table name, columns, and foreign keys. Database browser - easily browse the database contents
in various ways You can navigate through the contents of the database by picking entries out of a list box or using a tree-based structure. Both the Browse and Search tabs offer a variety of navigational options such as "Next", "Previous", "First", and "Last". You can also set filters using the "In", "Out", "Include", and "Exclude" buttons. Download DBeauty for Java If you're a beginner and
this app seems to your liking, you can also get the installer by clicking here. Once downloaded, this program can be directly installed in any directory you wish. If you'd like to install it onto your portable media devices, click here to get the portable version. DBeauty Description: If you're a Java programmer, a database browser is like the one-stop shop that most of them deserve to have.
When it comes to database browsers, the choice seems to be quite limited. Most of them just work with a particular database. Also, they cannot be used as standalone tools to browse large numbers of databases. In contrast, the Java-based DBeauty gives you a database browser in the form of a standalone tool that makes it as simple as possible for you to browse the contents of virtually any
SQL database. Included in the Jailer comprehensive database suite yet also available in the form of a separate package, DBeauty is a complex relational database tool that makes it as simple as possible for you to browse, analyze the contents of virtually any SQL database. Efficient database browser available as a standalone tool In short, this useful utility allows you to bidirectionally
navigate through the contents of your database based on various user-defined or other types of relationships. Also noteworthy is the fact that the app bundles a Query builder (and it can likewise run arbitrary SQL queries), A SQL and DML generator, and that it can detect foreign keys automatically. Before you get started with this application, please note that it requires the presence of
Java on your computer's system in order to be installed. Once installed, you can proceed forward by either creating a new data model or by selecting a demo from the app's Data Browser.
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